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Abstract: Problem statement: Wireless application protocol is a protocol that makes it possible to
surf the Internet from a cellular phone or other handheld wireless. Many of us that surf the Internet
from home with a 56 kbps modem think that it is slow and a cell phone only uses 9.6 kbps so WAP has
to take the lesser bandwidth into consideration. For this reason, this study proposed a flexible and
reliable system to be implemented by using the characteristic of agents “mobile agent” through
wireless application protocol for identification of distributed Intruder. The problem appears when the
limitation of data transfer when the distributed systems are used (which includes the heterogeneous
database) through internet. For this reason the suggested approach will be the solution to the problem
of WAP for mobile agent. Approach: The purpose of this study was to present the ability for dispatch
mobile agent from a host to carry out operations directly to the remote point of interest, thus agent’s
scans provide an appropriate response which is faster than a hierarchical IDS that communicates with a
central coordinator based elsewhere on the network. Results: The methodology was used in order to
understand the mobile agent mechanism and will introduce the distributed computing mechanisms that
are intended for large scale distributed systems. Since the distributed security agent models system was
built using mobile agent and net, this will develop small applications for data stores, like sequential
query language server. The method used the algorithms built refer to each part of the structure and the
rules that implemented (users and the security agent system roles). The result was simulating the
intended for business roles for both commercial and government modules, which included the solution
to the problem and to architecture to be more flexible and reliable. Conclusion/Recommendations:
One of main conclusion for the mobile agent used WAP protocol: To make this protocol secure when
transmit the messages in the distributed system using agents chrematistics and Interaction with security
agent is multi-mode providing hassle-free access to the user. Security agent alerted the users based on
their alert rules. This study had new approach and idea in implementation, also presented the ability to
dispatch mobile agent from a host to carry out operations directly to the remote point of interest, thus
agent’s scans provide an appropriate response which is faster than a hierarchical IDS that communicates
with a central coordinator based elsewhere on the network.
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This study has built the Distributed Security Agent
Models System (DSAMS) using Mobile Agent that
developing small applications to store data in the SQL
Server to simulate the roles for the governmental and
commercial modules. General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) is a packet oriented mobile data service
available to users of Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) and IS-136 mobile phones. It
provides data rates from 56-114 kbit sec−1.

INTRODUCTION
Agents can model a problem, involving moving
real-world entities or to follow a mobile user. In many
cases, mobile agents are really mobile objects.
The aim of this study to be the structure more
flexible and reliable using the General Packet Radio
Service
Mobile agent security: The proposed approach used the
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) which refers to a
group of related technologies and protocols widely used
as a de-facto standard protocol in providing Internet
access to mobile phones or other thin-client devices.

Literature reviews:
•
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The client-server mechanism is widely used and
adopted by many applications. The server, which
resides at a centralized site in the network, provides
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•

•

•

•

The problem definition: Certainly Handheld devices
and mobiles are much simpler than desktop pc and
laptop in using and accessing database to implement
mobility and to provide flexible movement in critical
sites like warehouses for example. The identification of
distributed intrusions requires cooperation of different
sensors so it is advisable to consider mobile devices as
a challenge to intrusion detection. To distribute
intrusion detection it is possible to use mobile and
intelligent agents.
The way of programming needs typing a lot of
code for WAP. The business objects class, database
update code and database reading code. This is a
tedious work that had to be redone whenever there is a
modification to the database or the business design.
The beginning of the solution is the creation of a
simple ASP page that prepared for using by PDA
devices. (PDA) would result less code typing to update
an object. All I would do is to add much type of pages
that handle by different type of handheld devices.

a number of services to its clients. Along with the
services, it also provides the resources needed for
executing the request and program code (describing
how to perform the service). Sebastian et al.[2] show
that the clients who in many cases have less
computational resources than the server, request the
execution of a service by interacting with the server.
If the client has access to that particular service, the
server performs the requested service and typically
returns the result to the client[2]
Saarinen[3] shows that WTLS (Wireless Transport
Layer Security) protocol was designed to provide
privacy, data integrity and authentication for
wireless terminals. The protocol is currently being
fielded and it is expected that the protocol will be
contained in millions of devices in a few years
Even though the WTLS protocol is closely
modeled, but after the well studied WTLS protocol,
which identified a number of potential securities
problems in it. This note has described a chosen
plaintext data recovery attack, a datagram
truncation attack, a message forgery attack and a
key-search shortcut for some exportable keys[3]
Ceska et al.[4] discussed the “Wireless Usability
Software Agent” (WUSA). The agent applies these
criteria to WAP sites and generates metrics that
allow evaluation of the state-of-the-art regarding
WAP sites. Current solutions can test single sites,
but neither the implementation of a comprehensive
usability catalo nor an extensive data collection
possible with an agent has been done and
publicized so far. With these results, common
problems and errors can be pointed out giving
developers the chance to avoid and correct them[4]
An increasing number of computer systems are
being viewed in terms of autonomous agents.
Ghossoon[5] shows that the benefit of using
framework agent model Security Agent Distributed
System (SADS) that based on using special Agent
Platform (AP) in distributed system and its
implementation in a simulation model of EGovernment heterogeneous Data Bases (DB)
network

The proposed system: In this research there is no need
to use pure ASP and XML statements to access the
business site and had to stick with WAP. The old
system used to create a dozen of pages to update all the
projects, also be aware of pages size to support multi
type of mobile devices. The proposed system suggests
some new features used in visual Studio 2005, the
development environment is solve this problem and
there is no need to build pages for each type of devices,
all what to do, is to build one page for all types of
mobile.
The proposed system comes up with the idea of
creating pages and applies all the roles of security
agent, so that it can access the database. Also it will use
all the roles that applied before of the user who access
the system by PC. From now on to update the code after
a change in the solution, just change the interface and
keep the authorities roles and business objects.
The proposed system intends to be more flexible
and reliable architecture. The main two properties are
used (mobility and proxy), mobility: The ability to
transport itself from one environment to another. Proxy:
the ability to act on behalf of someone or something.
The architecture of the proposed system is depend
on: Security in WAP (users will be able to, security
administer agent), system architecture after adding
handheld devices (global administering agents, local
administering agents), cookies and General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) is a packet oriented mobile data
service available to users of Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) and IS-136. It provides data
rates from 56 up to 114 kb.

The Security Agent Distributed System (SADS)
uses statistical models to correlate and analysis data and
take the decisions to control both local and global
agent's data bases perceptively, also adopts the security
problem authentication and authorization by providing
a secure distributed agent system using .Net. A whole
family of security terminology needs to be imported for
agents (authentication, authorization and access control
list), that are used in the proposed system (SADS)[5].
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System architecture and results: WAP stands for
Wireless Application Protocol. The point of this
standard is to serve internet contents and internet
services to wireless clients, WAP devices, such as
mobile phones and terminals. Instead of html a WAP
site uses WML; it stands for Wireless Markup
Language. The proposed system contains many of
embedded parts used in the Distributed Security Agent
Models System (DSAMS) these are:
Security in WAP: The secure transmission is between
the two endpoints; this mean there is a secure
transmission all the way. In the WAP gateway the packet
has to be unpacked and here we may have a security
leak. It is obvious that security issues have to be taken
care of in the gateway to ensure a secure transmission in
the end-to-end system, as shown in Fig. 1.
WAP applying with security administer agent
system: Web Access and Email are the most preferred
communication medium for business across the whole
system and providing secure and pervasive access to it
is the key to increase productivity of any successful
business. Security Agents provide intelligent mobile
access to Database, all business roles, Email and
contacts directory.
Users can access Security Agent through any
mode/device of their choice to read, reply, compose and
forward emails and attachments. Further, Security
Agent integrates with enterprise database and all
modules, contacts directory and enables users to notify
contacts, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Ghossoon M.W. security architecture using
remote mobile agent

Results: So the Users can access their accounts using:
•
•

•

Fixed telephones (with or without touchtone
facility)
Mobile phones/pagers, (GPRS can be used for
services such as Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP) access, Short Message Service (SMS),
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) and for
Internet communication services such as email and
World Wide Web access
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) enabled
mobile phones

Fig. 2: Ghossoon M.W. system architecture using
handheld devices (mobile agent)
Algorithms: The following algorithms refer to each
part of the structure and the rules that implemented
(Users and the Security Agent system Roles).
Users will be able to:

Internet enabled handhelds. Users are alerted
through SMS, paging and voice push about the arrival
of new mails based on their preset rules with selfkconfigurable details. On calling the Security Agent
access
number
provided
by
the
service
provider/enterprise.

•
•
272

Access business database and show multiyear of
reports
Read, reply or forward the received emails with
attachments
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•
•
•
•

Compose a new mail and send it to email id(s) in
the contacts directory
Delete mails
View attachments: Plain text/HTML/Microsoft
Word attachments
Call contact: Users can call/conference the sender
of the mail or any user from the contacts directory
or any others by providing the contact number,
without logging out of the Security Agent system

gives the power to the proposed system and makes it
easy to use. We can extend this idea by using mobile
system by adding a proxy to the proposed system.
•
•

Security administrator agent:
•
•
•

•

Synchronizes with MS outlook
Integrates with MS-exchange server
Integrates with enterprise contact directory

System architecture after adding handheld devices:
The proposed architecture is represented in Fig. 2 and
can divide the administrator agents into Global and
Local agents as the following:
Global administering agents: Administer can Access
all the policies which can accessed through the web site
by his handheld device:
•
•
•
•
•

The mobile agent used WAP protocol will make
this protocol secure when transmit the messages in
the distributed system using agents chrematistics
Interaction with Security Agent is multi-mode
providing hassle-free access to the user. Security
Agent alerts the users based on their alert rules
GPRS can be used for services such as Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) access, Short
Message Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging
Service (MMS) and for Internet communication
services such as email and World Wide Web
access. GPRS data transfer is typically charged per
megabyte of traffic transferred, while data
communication via traditional circuit switching is
billed per minute of connection time, independent
of whether the user actually is using the capacity or
is in an idle state
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